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No. AIBSNLEA/CHQ/DRHR/2018       Dated 07.05.2018 
 
To, 
 
Smt. Sujata Ray, 
Director (HR/Finance),  
BSNL Board, 
New Delhi - 110001 
 
Subject: Arrangement of annual GPF ledger balance to subscribers of DOT through hard/soft 

copy– our concern regarding. 
  
Respected Madam, 
 
On the subject cited above, we would like to submit that DOT is maintaining the GPF accounts of 
all absorbed employees of BSNL. As per rule, the agency who is maintaining the PF account is 
responsible to issue annual balance slip to every member either through hard copy or soft copy 
through their website.  
 
In this regard, it has been brought to the notice of AIBSNLEA CHQ that DOT Cell, particularly in 
Kerala Circle, is not issuing balance slip to absorbed BSNL employees. The employees believe 
that the ledger shown in ESS portal of BSNL is correct with that of DOT. But, it has no authenticity 
for the reason that it has no reconciliation with the balance available in DOT. As of now, there is no 
source to check up the balance or ledger being maintained by DOT against each member.  
 
In Kerala Circle, when an employee applied for GPF advance through ESS portal but DOT rejected 
the request stating that there is no sufficient balance in his GPF account: only then the employee 
knows that balance shown in ESS portal is not correct with actual records of DOT. But at what time 
the mistake started, if any, and how it can be reconciled can be done by knowing the yearly 
balance of the ledger available with DOT  
 
Therefore, we would like to request your good office to kindly take up the issue with DOT cell to issue the 
annual GPF balance slip to every employee through DOT website or through ESS portal of BSNL so that 
every employee can confirm that the balance available with ESS portal is tallied with DOT. 
   
With kind regards, 
 
Encl: As above representation from Kerala Circle  
 

        Yours sincerely 
-sd-  

 (Prahlad Rai) 
General Secretary 
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No. AIBSNLEA/CHQ/DRHR/2018       Dated 07.05.2018 
 
To, 
 
Smt. Sujata Ray, 
Director (HR/Finance),  
BSNL Board, 
New Delhi - 110001 
 
Subject: Vacancy of Accounts personnel in Kolkata– our concern regarding. 
  
Respected Madam, 
 
VACANCY POSITION IN THE CADRE OF ACCOUNTS OFFICER OF CTD 
 
Sanctioned Strength   120 

Physically working 96 

Add: Posted to CTD from other circle, yet to join. 8 

Less: Posted to other circle yet to release                5 

Actual working strength              99 

Vacancy (120-99)                        21 

 
It is requested to kindly disclose a list of 50 officials of each cadre likely to be considered for 
transfer to other circle as longest staying in a particular station (namely Kolkata) 
 
With kind regards, 
 

        Yours sincerely 
-sd-  

 (Prahlad Rai) 
General Secretary 

Copy to: 
 
GM (FP), BSNL Corporate Office, New Delhi for information and necessary action 
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No. AIBSNLEA/CHQ/DRHR/2018       Dated 07.05.2018 
 
To, 
 
Smt. Sujata Ray, 
Director (HR/Finance),  
BSNL Board, 
New Delhi - 110001 
 
Subject: Transfer order in look after in the grade CAO/DE/DGM– our concern regarding. 
  
Respected Madam, 
 
On the subjected cited above, we would like to request you to kindly direct CGMT, Maharashtra Circle to 
allow unwilling executives to exercise their options for refusal to look after in DE/DGM/CAO grade as being 
the stop gap arrangement on temporary basis for less than 180 days. In Finance 9 AOs are disturbed out of 42 
CAO look after order means more than 20% disturbance and in DE/DGM look after more than 20 executives 
are disturbed. 
   
Madam, in the OA No 200/00848/2014 in the matter of Shri P K Gautam  v/s  CGM MP Circle, in CAO L/A 
case it has been ordered by Hon’ble CAT Bench, Jabalpur that refusal can be exercised by the officer in L/A 
cases subject to acceptance of refusal by appointing authority. 
 
Madam, further as per the OM No 1/3/69- (Estt) (D) dated 22nd Nov 1975 from Cabinet Secretariat, DOP & 
A R, the refusal can be given by a Govt. servant subject to approval from appointing authority. 
 
In the cases of CAO /DE /DGM look after cases, the appointing authority is Director (HR) and not 
CGM of any Circle. Hence, the cases of Maharashtra circle the refusals from the executives may be 
decided by the Director (HR) / Director (FIN) and not by the CGMT Maharashtra. 
 
We would, therefore, request your kind honor to kindly instruct CGMT Maharashtra Circle to 
forward the cases of the refusal for Look After promotions to BSNL Corporate Office for taking 
appropriate decision as per the prevailing rules. 
 

With kind regards, 
 

        Yours sincerely 
 -sd-  
 (Prahlad Rai) 

General Secretary 
 
 
 
 
 


